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Abstract 
The paper put forward a descriptive rules of map symbol library on describing and organizing the pointǃline and area 
symbol with the way of plain text based on the visual variables and BNF, which can share map symbol resource cross 
platform and greatly enhance the work efficiency. Then realize the drawing and using of the example of the 1:50000 
topographic map symbol with the rules, which gives some value of reference in craft brother. 
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Introduction 
At present, there are many different design methods of map symbols with their own merits in domestic or foreign GIS 
soft wares. However, it is important yet difficult for the research of software technology project to solve the pending 
problem of sharing the map symbol resources through different platforms or soft wares. This paper concludes a list of 
descriptive rules on sharing map symbols cross different platforms. And based on these rules, it designed and realized 
1:50 000 topographic map symbol. 
the description of map symbols  
Based on visual variables and BNF, this paper puts forward a descriptive rules of map symbol library applied on plain 
text. 
Visual variables 
Based on Bertin’s visual variables, which formed the shape, size, direction, color, brightness and density in the form 
of point, line, and area, can be used for showing the quality, quantity and location features of map elements. 
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Backus Naur Form (BNF) 
BNF is an advanced notation of language grammar. It can be applied to describe accurately the demonstrative 
structure, correlation and format. Each rule acquires both a left item and right item linked byĀ::= ā,meaning either 
the left item being produced or being replaced by the right item. the symbol | means“or”(the item either before or 
behind the symbol);the symbol {}m/n means the items in the braces can be repeated at least for m times and at most 
for n times; the symbol [] means the items in it are optional; the symbol <> means the items in it should be replaced; 
the symbol ̚ means choosing the items either before or behind the symbol; the symbolĀāmeans the items in it 
stand for the characters themselves; the symbol // means the texts thereafter are explanations. 
Description of map symbols based on text 
Descriptive mode of map symbol 
The descriptive mode of map symbol is that,each point symbol is regarded as a basic graph unit. Each line symbol is 
regarded as one or more kind of combination of single attribute lines pattern and each area symbol as a way of model 
filling[2]. 
the description of pixel 
The pixel models can be represented by BNF as follows: 
<pixel>::˙< geometry information >[<style><animation effect>]˗
<information geometry>::˙<basic graphs>[{<basic graphs >}]˗
<basic graphs>::˙<graph types><coordinate position> [<coordinate unit>]˗
<graph types>::˙<point>|<straight line>|<fold line>|<rectangle>|<triangle>|<round>|<regular polygon>|<starlikelike 
sector>|<circular arc>|<ellipse type>|<sector>|<characters>|<active line>|<dotted line>|<toothed portion>ǄThe basic 
pixel of map symbols is made up of the above basic elements[2]. 
the description of formation rules of map symbol 
Under the situation of each basic pixel considered the visual variables, the description can be seen as follows: 
the description of point pixel 
The description rules of point symbols based on BNF as follows (the instruction of description parameter is referred 
to Table 1): 
<point symbol>˖˖ =Ǉsymbol nameǈǇCRǈǇsymbol codeǈǇCRǈ{Ǉpoint pixelǈǇCRǈ}
<pointpixel>::=<point>|<straightline>|<foldline>|<rectangle>|<triangle>|<round>|<regularpolygon>|<starlikesector>|
<circulararc>|<ellipse>|<sector>|<character> 
<point>::=<P>,<x>,<y>,<d>,<RGB> 
<line>::=<<L>,<x1>,<y1>,<x2>,<y2>,<width>,<RGB> 
<foldline>::=<FL>,<n>,<x1>,<y1>,<x2>,<y2>,<xn>,<yn>,<width>,<RGB> 
<triangle>::=<T>,<x1>,<y1>,<x2>,<y2>,<x3>,<y3>,<widt>,<K>,<RGB> 
<K>::=0Ί1
<rectangle>::=<R>,<x1>,<y1>,<x2>,<y2>,<width>,<K>,<RGB> 
<round>::=<C>,<x1>,<y1>,<x2>,<y2>,<d><width>,<K>,<RGB> 
<sector>::=<S>,<x>,<y>,<r>,<Angle1>,<Angle2>,<K>,<RGB> 
<circulararc>::=<A>,<x>,<y>,<r>,<Angle1>,<Angle2>,<RGB> 
<ellipse>::=<E>,<x>,<y>,<a>,<b>,<Angleǈ>,<width>,<K>,<RGB> 
<regular polygon>::=<SP>,<x>,<y>,<n>,<c>,<Angle>,<width>,<K>,<RGB> 
<starlike>::=<ST>,<x>,<y>,<n>,<d>,<Angle>,<width>,<K>,<RGB> 
<character>::=<CT>,<font>,<RGB>,<size>,<d1>,<j>,<RGB> 
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Table 1.The note of parameters 
For example:   (a cave house underground) 
It can be seen as three vertical lines, one horizontal line and a semi circle. The pixel is defined as straight line L and 
circular arc A; the symbols can be described as follows: 
A cave house underground              //symbol name 
2420   //symbol code 
L -ˈ0.4 0ˈ -ˈ0.4 0ˈ.6 0ˈ.1 ˄0 0ˈ 0ˈ  ˅ //the left vertical line describe the parameters,they are: identification codeˈ
x1ˈy1ˈx2ˈy2ˈline widthˈcolor 
Lˈ0ˈ0ˈ0ˈ0.6ˈ0.1ˈ˄ 0ˈ0ˈ0˅
Lˈ0.4ˈ0ˈ0.4ˈ0.6ˈ0.1ˈ˄ 0ˈ0ˈ0˅
Aˈ0ˈ0.6ˈ0.4ˈ0ˈ180ˈ0.1ˈ˄ 0ˈ0ˈ0˅//the parameters are˖identification codeˈcircle center coordinate xˈ
yˈsemi diameterˈbeginning angleˈending angelˈline width 
Lˈ-0.4ˈ1.0ˈ0.4ˈ1.0ˈ0.1 ˈ˄ 0ˈ0ˈ0˅
the description of line pixel 
The form of description rules of line symbols based on BNF are as follows: 
Ǉline symbolsǈ˖˖=Ǉsymbol nameǈǇCRǈǇsymbol codeǈǇCRǈ{<basic lines>ǇCRǈ}{fixed point allocation
ǇCRǈ}
Ǉbasic linesǈ˖˖=Ǉfull lineǈΊǇbroken lineǈΊǇtoothed portionǈΊǇpotted lineǈ
Ǉfixed point allocationǈ˖˖=Ǉallocation rulesǈǇCRǈ{Ǉpoint pixelǈ}
Parameter Instruction of parameter 
xǃy The x,y coordinate of the center 
x1,y1 The x,y coordinate of the 1st point
x2,y2 The x,y coordinate of the 2nd point
x3,y3 The x,y coordinate of the 3rd point
xn,yn The x,y coordinate of the Nth point
d The diameter of point, round or starlike circumcircle
width The width of the line formed the pixel
r The semi diameter of sector or circular arc
aǃb Major, minor axis of the ellipse
c Side length of the regular polygon
Font,size,d1 Font, size and space of texts
J Identification code of character string orientation
RGB The color of each pixel, shown by RGB˄˅
K Making the fill-in of an pixel,1 for solid core,0 for hollow core 
n Quantity of fold line points, square sides and angles
Angle1
Angle2
The beginning and ending angles of sector and circular arc. the intersection angle with x axis
˄positive by anticlockwise˅ˈ span˄-360eˈ360˅
Angle
The rotation angles of ellipse square and starlike, the intersection angle with x axis˄ positive by 
anticlockwise˅ˈ span ˄0eˈ360e˅
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Ǉallocation rulesǈ˖˖=1Ί2Ί3Ί4Ί5
Ǉfull lineǈ˖˖=ǇRLǈˈǇfull line parameterǈ
Ǉfull line parameterǈ˖˖=Ǉline widthǈˈǇdeviationǈˈǇline colorǈ
Ǉbroken lineǈ˖˖=ǇBLǈˈǇbroken line parameterǈ
Ǉbroken line parameterǈ˖ =˖Ǉline widthǈˈǇdeviationǈˈǇline colorǈˈǇline length in unitǈˈǇkerningǈˈǇintervalǈ
Ǉtoothed portionǈ˖˖=ǇDLǈˈǇtangent parameterǈ
Ǉtangent parameterǈ˖˖=Ǉline widthǈˈǇdeviationǈˈǇline colorǈˈǇline length in unitǈˈǇkerningǈˈǇintervalǈˈ
Ǉangleǈ
Ǉpointsǈ˖˖=ǇPLǈˈǇpoint parameterǈ
Ǉpoint parameterǈ˖˖=ǇdeviationǈˈǇkerningǈˈǇintervalǈˈǇpoint sizeǈ
the description of the area pixel 
                  
For example: economic forest (as is shown in Fig 1)
The description of the area symbol can be defined as follows˖
Economic forest    //symbol name 
9380      //symbol code 
RLˈ0.1ˈ0ˈ˄ 0ˈ0ˈ0˅//description parameter of outline 
1         // the point fill-in identification is 1  
Cˈ0ˈ0ˈ1.2ˈ0.1ˈ˄ 0ˈ0ˈ0˅ˈ 0//circular pixel which formed the point symbol 
Lˈ0ˈ1.2ˈ0ˈ2.0ˈ0.1ˈ˄ 0ˈ0ˈ0˅//line pixel which formed the point symbol 
5.0ˈ5.0ˈ0ˈ1  //fill-in rules˖line spaceˈcolumn spaceˈrotation angleˈdelta 
Symbol realization with the rules 
The symbols in the PRC standard 1 5˖0000 topographic map, all the position is regard˄ 0 0ˈ a˅s the anchor point.The 
symbol library of 1˖50000 topographic map is mad up of three major parts: the first part is file header, the second 
part is index area˗he third part is symbol definition area. 
the management and storage of symbol library 
There are two manage modes in the paper to realizing the classification management of codes. The first kind is to 
divide the symbol into point symbol, line symbol and area symbol. The second kind is to classify the symbolas 
controlling point, drainage system, transportation, architecture, etc. 
)LJ 2 an example of line symbol)LJHFRQRPLFIRUHVW
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the instruction of the symbol library 
Scale 
According to the BNF rules, the symbol library contains kinds of point symbol, line symbol, area symbol and notes. 
the instruction of symbol library 
The 1˖50000 topographic map is made up of three parts: file header, which includes the basic information of the 
library, such as scale and symbol unit; index area, which include the point, line, area index; symbol definition area, 
which include point, line, area definition area.  
<1:50 000 topographic map symbol library >˖˖ =< file header ><point symbol index area>< line symbol index 
area >< area symbol index area >< point symbol definition area >< line symbol definition area >< area symbol 
definition area >. 
the description and organization of the file header 
The content and format of file header are as follows: 
<file header>˖˖ =HeadBegin<CR> 
DataMark˖TMSD<CR>//basic mark of topographic mapˈbasic part of the file headerˈindispensible. 
Version˖<floating point><CR>//the version of the file header ˈas in1.0ˈdittoǄ
Unit˖<character><CR>//coordinate unit if the symbol libraryˈdereferencing in millimeterˈditto. 
Scale˖< long integer ><CR>//scale of the symbol libraryˈditto. 
PointSymbolsCount˖< integer ><CR>//quantity of the point symbolsˈditto. 
LineSymbolsCount˖< integer ><CR>// quantity of the line symbolsˈditto. 
PolygonSymbolsCount˖< integer ><CR>// quantity of the area symbolsˈditto. 
File index area 
The mark symbol ĀPtIndexBegināshould be added before the definition to the point index area and  ĀPtIndexEndā
in the end. In the middle, there are no character instructions. The definitions to the line and area symbol index area 
are similar to the definition to the point index symbol. they are marked by ĀLnIndexBegināǃĀLnIndexEndā˗
ĀPlnIndexBegināǃĀPlnIndexEndārespectively. 
Take the example of point symbol index area, the structures of the four index areas based on BNF area described as 
follows:
< point symbol index area >˖˖ =PtIndexBegin<CR> 
{Point symbol index file <CR>} 
PtIndexEnd<CR> 
point symbol index file˖˖ =<symbol code><Separator><symbol name><Separator><symbol definition position> 
< symbol code >˖˖ =< long integer > 
< symbol name >˖˖ =< character string > 
< symbol definition position >˖˖ =< long integer > 
Symbol definition area 
The mark symbol ĀPointSymsBegināshould be added before the point symbol definition and ĀPointSymsEndāin
the end. In the middle, there are no character instructions. The definitions to the other two symbol definition areas are 
similar to the definition to point symbol definition area. They are marked by  
”LineSymsBegin”,”LineSymsEn”,”PolygonSymsBegin”,”PolygonSymsEnd”respectively.  
Example of setting up the descriptive symbol library 
To realize the symbol description, we should make explanatory output of the symbol information described in the 
symbol library. According to this set of descriptive rules, point, line and area symbols are all needed to be described 
by a read and write program. The program can describe each pixel one by one according to the parameter data and 
finally form a complete symbol. Hereinafter is a read and write program written by VC. It sets up an example of 
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descriptive symbol library and validates the feasibility of this set of rules. Fig2 is an example of line symbol based on 
the descriptive method. 
Conclusion
Although many experts of geographic information system and research staff have made numerous researches of 
design and display on the map symbols, there are still some problems, such as the sharing and using of the map 
symbols on different GIS software, of which the symbol researches only relate with its own system. On this problem, 
this paper comes up with the descriptive rules of map symbols on the basis of symbol sharing and using. The symbol 
library based on this set of rules is organized in the form of plain texts and irrelative of the specially-made GIS 
system. Different GIS systems only need simple explanatory program or processing batch to transfer to the symbol 
library inside its platform, which greatly improved the ability of information sharing and reduced the cost of setting 
up a library and provide reference values to our craft brothers. 
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